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Identification of prions (Procellariidae: Pachyptila)
in South Australian waters

COLIN ROGERS

Abstract
Digital photographic evidence is provided for
the identification at sea of all six species of prion
recognised in the literature. Of particular interest
is the first identification at sea of Fulmar Prion in
Australian waters. Some examples of intergrades
between recognised species are also provided to
illustrate the limitations of using bill size and shape
to identify prions at sea or from digital photographs.

INTRODUCTION
Identification of prions at sea is difficult and
their taxonomy is unsettled. However, digital
photography has now made it possible to
identify at sea examples of the six species
recognised in the Handbook of Australian, New
Zealand & Antarctic Birds (HANZAB) (Marchant
and Higgins, 1990) and by many authorities,
in particular the checklists produced by the
International Ornithological Committee
(IOC), Gill and Donsker (2013) and BirdLife
International (2012). This does not mean that all
prions can be so identified to these forms or that
the taxonomy adopted therein is correct. Cox
(1980) illustrated, and HANZAB (1990) agreed,
there are many intergrades and much overlap
in plumage, bill shape and size, so allocating all
birds to species on the basis of photographs is
not possible. Subject to that caveat, this paper
provides photographs from waters off South
Australia (38° S 140° E) to show that the use
of digital photography at sea has now made it
possible to identify examples of all six species
currently listed in the literature.

PRION TAXONOMY AND IDENTIFICATION
CRITERIA
Prions are divided into two groups: the
Whalebirds and the Fairy Prions.
In the first group, the Whalebirds, four species
were tentatively recognised in HANZAB (1990,
Vol. 1, Part A);
1.
2.
3.
4.

Broad-billed Prion, Pachyptila vittata
Salvin’s Prion, Pachyptila salvini
Antarctic Prion, Pachyptila desolata
Slender-billed Prion, Pachyptila belcheri.

Some contemporary field guides, for example
Shirihai (2002, 2nd ed. 2007) and Onley and
Scofield (2007), identify five species, with
MacGillivray’s Prion, P. macgillivrayi, placed
between Salvin’s and Broad-billed Prion. Shirihai
(2007, p. 194) names this prion St Paul Prion, P.
[vitta/salvini] macgillivrayi.
In the second group, the Fairy Prions, two species
are recognised in HANZAB (1990);
5. Fairy Prion, Pachyptila turtur
6. Fulmar Prion, Pachyptila crassirostris.
Cox (1980), Harrison (1983, revised 1985) and
Penhallurick and Wink (2004) identified only one
species and treat Fulmar Prion as a subspecies of
Fairy Prion. Bretagnolle, Zotier and Jouventin (1990)
did not study the relationship between Fairy and
Fulmar Prions. Christidis and Boles (2008) tentatively
recognised two species; Fairy and Fulmar Prion.
To complicate identification further, both Fairy and
Fulmar Prion are considered to be polytypic by
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HANZAB, each with two sub-species while Gill
et al. (2010, p. 105) recognise three sub-species of
Fulmar Prion and that is the current situation on the
IOC checklist (Gill and Donsker 2013).
For identification, Whalebirds generally show a
pronounced collar and have longer bills, varying
from relatively narrow and thin to broad and
duck-like and some species have less black at the
tip of the upper tail. Fairy Prions, which lack the
pronounced collar of Whalebirds, have shorter,
narrow bills that may appear stout, and have
broad black bands on the upper tail.1
Apart from the collar patch and terminal tail
band on the dorsal surface, other upper part
plumage features are sufficiently variable across
described prion species to be of limited use for
identification purposes. In that respect there
is a view that the width of the tail band on
Whalebirds varies consistently from narrowest
on belcheri to broadest on vittata but published
data to support that view is lacking. A frequently
overlooked feature is the pattern of the undertail when in a closed position as documented by
Carter (1978, 2005). Unfortunately photographs
of this feature are difficult to obtain at sea
although they would be useful if available.
Consequently, this paper pays more attention
to bill shape and structure when classifying
species but as noted above this also has its
limitations because of the extent of the overlap in
dimensions between recognised species.
To sum up, the current situation is that most
authorities follow HANZAB and tentatively
recognise six species of prion: four Whalebirds
and two Fairy Prions. Harrison (1987) reverted
to six species and Christidis and Boles (2008)
tentatively adopted the prevailing view
and recognised six species of prion, treating
MacGillivray’s as a subspecies of Salvin’s Prion.
The IOC recognises the six species listed above,
as do Gill et al. (2010).

PHOTOGRAPHS OF PRIONS OFF PORT
MACDONNELL, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The following notes highlight the main
identification features stressed in the literature
for each of the species identified in HANZAB
(1990 Vol. 1, Part A). Examples of prions with
features associated with all six species will then
be given from birds photographed off Port
MacDonnell in South Australia. Photographs are
by the author unless otherwise accredited.
Whalebirds
Starting with the first group of four Whalebirds,
HANZAB (1990, Vol. 1, p. 516) states:
[Broad-billed, P. vittata] “Easiest prion to
identify: stands out by large size, huge blackish
bill, large head with steep forehead profile,
dark-headed appearance, pronounced collar
and narrow tail-band; flight slower with more
gliding that other prions; does not bank so
steeply with wing-tips approaching vertical
as smaller species. Salvin’s P. salvini and
Antarctic P. desolata Prions differ by smaller
size, smaller, mostly bluish (not blackish)
bill, and usually whiter lores and longer
supercilium giving paler face. Slender-billed
Prion P. belcheri smaller, with more slender
build, smaller head and much finer bluish bill;
less bluish grey above with paler, less well
defined M-marking, narrower tail band, much
longer broader white supercilium and usually
clean white lores, giving much whiter face.”
[The information that would be useful for
identifying prions at sea and from photographs
has been highlighted thus.]
These comparisons obviously include much
anecdotal and subjective information that is
difficult to evaluate without observational data
such as wind and sea conditions or time of year
that dictates state of plumage and possible age of
the birds observed.

1. Cox (1980, p.97, Figure 3) noted that the black on the tail tip of prions does not extend across the tail as a
complete band as all prions have some grey outer rectrices. Nevertheless, field guides describe it as a band and I
retain that usage in this paper.
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Again much of this information is subjective
and of little use for this paper but highlighted
sections do indicate what observers are looking
for to identify Slender-billed Prion at sea.
Figures 1-3 illustrate Slender-billed Prion based
on morphological characteristics mentioned in
the literature. However, as Cox (1980) illustrated
and HANZAB agreed, there are some belcheri
and desolata that are very difficult to allocate to
species even in the hand.2

Figure 1. This prion has a very narrow longish
bill consistent with specimens of P. belcheri
from Iles Kerguelen
Slender-billed Prion, Pachyptila belcheri
When discussing Antarctic Prion and its
similarity with Slender-billed Prion, HANZAB
(1990, p. 527) states:
“Slender-billed Prion P. belcheri closely similar,
with overlap in pattern of plumage (especially
in s. Indian Ocean and A’asian waters) and
jizz; separation difficult and should be based
on combination of following typical characters:
Slender-billed slightly smaller and slimmerbodied, with proportionally smaller head and
slimmer neck; bill, more slender, delicate,
not so deep at base; in flight, head not tucked
into body, wings usually held straighter, and
projection of body about equal in front of and
behind wings, giving generally more compact
appearance (on Antarctic, head usually tucked
into body, giving thick-necked and deepchested appearance, and carpal joints usually
held well forward, giving greater projection
of body behind wings than in front); mostly
white lores and long broad white supercilium
form striking pale face; M-marking, less
distinct; tail-band, narrower; flight, dainty,
often with much aerobatics; in calm weather
often faster and more manoeuvrable.”

The prion in Figure 1 has a very narrow longish
bill consistent with B5 or B6 in Cox (1980, p. 106)
for specimens of belcheri from Iles Kerguelen.
Figure 2 shows typical facial and tail patterns.
Similarly, the bird in Figure 3 has a typical facial
pattern, pronounced collar and bill structure for
belcheri – the bill appears long and slender and is
narrow below the nostrils, similar to B6 or B7 in
Cox (1980, Fig. 12, p. 106).
Antarctic Prion, Pachyptila desolata
From the descriptions of Slender-billed and
Antarctic Prions given in the literature, Antarctic
Prion has a bluish bill that is broad and deep at

Figure 2. This bird has the facial pattern of P.
belcheri and narrow tail band restricted to the
tail tip

2. It is possible that the narrow black stripe on the under-tail of belcheri as illustrated by Carter (1978) and Harrison
(1985, p. 63.) is diagnostic but data are needed to confirm this.
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Figure 5. Antarctic Prion showing pronounced,
broad bluish bill, blackish nostrils, culminicorn
and sulcus. (Grant Penrhyn)
the difficulty of defining the phenotypes desolata
and belcheri.
Figure 5 shows a bird close to the inter-grade
between Antarctic and Salvin’s Prion. See Cox
(1980, Fig. 14, p. 109).
Figure 3. This bird has a typical facial pattern,
pronounced collar and bill structure for P.
belcheri
the base. The distinction from Broad-billed Prion
rests largely on bill colour as plumage features
of some Antarctic Prions resemble that of Broadbilled Prions; HANZAB (1990 Vol. 1, p. 527):
”…in South Atlantic and Heard I. birds, suborbital patch bolder and darker, and some have
lores freckled black and supercilium reduced,
giving more sombre facial pattern (recalling
that of Broad-billed Prion P. vittata). …Bill,
chunky, deep at base in profile; pale blue except
for blackish nostrils, culminicorn and sulcus…”

The facial pattern shown in Figure 6 is typical of
illustrations of Antarctic Prion in field guides. It
lacks the narrow black eye-stripe often associated
with Slender-billed Prion as illustrated in Figures
1-3 above. Note that the terminal black tail band
is broader than in Slender-billed Prion above.
The bird in Figure 7 illustrates some of the
plumage features often associated with Slenderbilled Prion (two-tone M-mark and narrow tail
band) but has the facial pattern of Antarctic Prion
and a bill structure close to the overlap zone
between Slender-billed and Antarctic Prion. See
Cox (1980, Fig. 12, p. 106).

Figures 4 - 6 illustrate the features of Antarctic
Prion listed in the literature but do not resolve

Figure 4. Antarctic Prion with pronounced
collar and chunky blue bill deep at base in
profile

Figure 6. Antarctic Prion showing the blue bill,
deep at the base, and narrow tail band
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Figure 7. This bird illustrates some of the
plumage features of Slender-billed Prion but
has the facial pattern of Antarctic Prion and a
bill structure close to the overlap zone between
the two
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Figure 8. This bird shows a large duck-like bill,
a lot heavier than that of Antarctic Prion

Salvin’s Prion, Pachyptila salvini
The distinction between Antarctic Prion and
Salvin’s Prion is also somewhat blurred and
HANZAB (Vol. 1 p. 521) states that Salvin’s Prion
is:
“…virtually identical to Antarctic Prion P.
desolata in shape, size, flight, appearance and
habits and the two are inseparable at sea; on
average, bill longer and slightly broader than
Antarctic Prion.“
Carter (1978, 2005 ) argues that salvini also has
diagnostic barring on the under-tail that is not
present on desolata and that there is a diagnostic
difference between the pattern of black on the
under-tail but data on these features are lacking.

Figure 9. The same bird as Figure 8 showing the
large heavy bill

The distinction between the two species at sea
therefore can be reduced to bill size, steeper
forehead and under-tail pattern and these may
not be apparent without very close views or
digital photographs.

darker, more sombre appearance than Antarctic
Prion. However, some observers might not
rule out the identification as Antarctic Prion,
illustrating the difficulty of separating the two
species noted by Cox (1980, Fig. 14 and Fig. 16.)
The width of the black eye-stripe behind the eye
would be unusual for Antarctic Prion but is not
diagnostic.

Figures 8 - 9 illustrate a Salvin’s Prion based on
the size of the bill relative to Antarctic Prion.
The bird has a large duck-like bill, a lot heavier
than that of Antarctic Prion. It also has a larger
sub-orbital eye-stripe giving the face an overall

Based on these photographs, and despite the
caveats noted above, the prion in Figures 8 - 9
fits the description of Salvin’s Prion with a light
bill illustrated in HANZAB (1990, Vol. 1, plate 40,
opposite p. 529).
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Broad-billed Prion, Pachyptila vittata
HANZAB (Vol. 1, p. 516) states that Broad-billed
Prion is the easiest prion to identify. This is not
always the case as is revealed by the illustration
of a dark-billed Salvin’s Prion in HANZAB (1990,
plate 40). A dark-billed Salvin’s Prion would be
difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish from
a Broad-billed Prion in a photograph. In this
respect, Shirihai (2007, p. 194) has a photograph
of a bird in the hand that he labels P. [vittata/
salvini] macgillivrayi with a blackish (or two tone)
bill and notes that for a fledgling it has a rather
strong supercilium. This bird would have a bill
that appeared blackish at sea. For the similarity in
bill shape and size between Salvin’s and Broadbilled Prion, and some Antarctic Prions, see Cox
(1980, Fig. 14 and Fig. 16). However, most field
guides state that a prion showing a large blackish
bill at sea is likely to be a Broad-billed Prion.
An example of such a prion is illustrated in
Figure 10. This prion has the jizz and bill colour
associated with a Broad-billed Prion although a
dark-billed Salvin’s Prion (even P. [vittata/salvini]
macgillivrayi) cannot be ruled out. Ross Silcock,
who has extensive experience with New Zealand
seabirds, commented as follows:
“I think this is a Broad-billed [Prion] - steep
forehead, massive bill even from the side,
and extensive dark “hood”. If it’s a May bird,
it should be in fresh plumage (moult after
breeding) which looks to be the case here. Nice
photo - it would be nice to see how much of the
tail tip is dark.”3
Note that Harper (1980, Fig. 4) shows P. vittata
with black lores that he describes as barred
or freckled and examples of this plumage are
illustrated in The Seabirds of Australia (Lindsay,
1986, pp. 235-236). Other sources do not accept
dark lores as diagnostic for Broad-billed Prion.
They may be a feature of wear or a characteristic
of some populations. For example, HANZAB
(1990, Vol. 1 plate 40) illustrates Broad-billed

Figure 10. Broad-billed Prion identified by
blackish bill, bill shape and facial colour and
pattern
Prion with white lores and a dark line extending
from the eye to the forehead as shown in Figure
10, while Onley and Scofield (2007, plate 26)
illustrate both plumages, attributing the dark
lores to a juvenile.
Fairy Prions
Considering the second group of prions with
broader black tail bands and the absence of
pronounced collars, two species, Fairy Prion,
P. turtur and Fulmar Prion, P. crassirostris, are
recognised in HANZAB (1990), Shirihai (2007),
Onley and Scofield (2007) and contemporary
checklists. The photographs that follow are
intended to illustrate the bill structure associated
with representatives of each of these species
while at the same time drawing attention to the
potential intergradations between them noted by
Cox (1980).
Fairy Prion, Pachyptila turtur
Fairy Prion breeds widely on islands off SE
Australia, New Zealand, in the southern Indian

3. As noted above, distinguishing between salvini or macgillivrayi with a blackish bill and vittata at sea is difficult
so to identify the bird in Figure 10 as vittata is not definitive.
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Figure 12. Enlargement of the prion in Figure
11 showing the bill structure attributed to Fairy
Prions in the literature
Figure 11. Fairy Prion, P. turtur, identified from
Whalebirds by the broad black tail band and
from Fulmar Prion by the longer, finer bill
Ocean and Atlantic Ocean.4 Two sub-species are
identified in HANZAB (1990, p. 541): P. t. turtur
and P. t. subantarctica and the latter breeds on
Antipodes Is, Big South Cape, Snares Is, and
Macquarie Is. Of the two, nominate turtur is said
to have a dark eye-stripe while subantarctica has
an indistinct eye-stripe giving the face a pale
appearance. However, Onley and Scofield (2007,
p. 84) treat the status of subantarctica as uncertain.

but, prior to the records presented here, there
were no confirmed records of Fulmar Prion and
many questionable sight records in Australian
waters. However, there is a record of a beachwashed specimen from Tasmania accepted
by BARC, (Palliser 1998)5. Despite the lack of
verifiable records, it is possible to identify from
photographs examples of Fulmar Prion in South
Australian waters.

Fairy Prion, P. turtur, is identified from
Whalebirds by the broad black tail band and
from Fulmar Prion by the longer, finer bill. In
Fairy Prion, the gap between the nostril and
maxillary unguis is short, equal to or less than
the length of the maxillary unguis (HANZAB
1990, Vol. 1 p. 554). The bird in Figures 11 and 12
also shows an indistinct collar.

Like Fairy Prion, Fulmar Prion is polytypic and
HANZAB (1990, Vol. 1 p. 550) identified two
subspecies: P. c. crassirostris breeding on the
Chatham, Snares and Bounty Islands and P. c.
eatoni breeding on Auckland and Heard Islands.
Onley and Scofield (2007, p. 156) also identified
two subspecies but allocate a different scientific
name to the birds on Auckland and Heard Islands;
“P. c. crassirostris on Chatham Is. (sometimes
called P.c. pyramidalis), Snares Is. and Bounty Is.;
and P. c. flemingi on Heard I. and Auckland I.”

Fulmar Prion, Pachyptila crassirostris
Fairy Prion is common at times in SA waters

Gill et al. (2010) identify three subspecies; P. c.
crassirostris, that breeds on the Bounty Islands

4. Fairy Prion is the most common species recorded off Port MacDonnell. Fulmar Prion has been recorded only
once when at least four individuals were present on 10th October 2010 in a group of a least 100 Fairy Prions.
5. The Fulmar Prion record from Tasmania was accepted by BARC, (Palliser 1998), on the basis of some key
measurements and some characteristics of the bill structure associated with Fulmar Prion. Of the measurements
relating to the bill structure only the width of the maxillary unguis, 5.6 mm, is reported and although the length of
the culminicorn was measured that information was not provided.
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Figure 13. Bill of the holotype of Fulmar Prion, P. c. flemingi, Tennyson and Bartle (2005, p. 48, Figs.
1 and 2). For comparison, see Cox (1980, Fig. 7-9) for the similarity of bill dimensions in Fairy and
Fulmar Prions.
and Rima and Toru of the Western Chain, Snares
Islands/Tini Heke; P. c. pyramidalis, that breeds
on the Chatham Islands and the Forty-Fours; and
P. c. flemingi, that breeds on Heard Island, the
Auckland Islands and probably on MacDonald
Island.
Although Onley and Scofield (2007, p. 156)
recognise the existence of P. c. flemingi, contra
Tennyson and Bartle (2005), they treat its status
as uncertain, and state:
“… flemingi has a smaller bill, [than
crassirostris] different tail pattern … Status of
this subspecies requires examination, as in
many ways it resembles a large-billed Fairy
rather than a true Fulmar Prion. “6
Cox (1980, p. 104) anticipated this ambiguity in
the case of Auckland and Heard Island prions:
“Most Pyramid Rock, Bounty Is. and Antipodes
Is. crassirostris can be separated from all other
fairy prions by having a bill depth of over

8.0 [mm]; but Heard Is. and Auckland Is. birds
present a difficult problem because they appear
to be intermediates. Many have stout bills, thus
closely resembling crassirostris or some turtur,
but the dimensions of specimens are closer to
those of turtur.”
Cox (1980, Fig. 11) provided details of the bill
dimensions of Fulmar and Fairy Prions. For
comparison purposes, the bill structure of Fulmar
Prion, P. c. flemingi, allocated by Tennyson and
Bartle (2005) for birds nesting on Auckland and
Heard Islands is given in Figure 13.
However, based on the measurements presented
in Cox (1980, Fig. 11) the bird in Figure 13 has
a bill structure virtually indistinguishable from
some Fairy Prions from Montanau I. in New
Zealand. This highlights a difficulty when using
bill dimensions to identify species: there will be
significant overlap in one or more dimensions
and this cannot be entirely resolved when

6. It is difficult to make sense of these statements by Onley and Scofield. They state that flemingi has a smaller bill
than crassirostris and yet describe flemingi as a ’large-billed Fairy Prion’. But as the bills of Fulmar and Fairy Prion
overlap in several dimensions, terms like ‘large’ or ‘small’ have no descriptive content – to which dimensions do
they refer?
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using an index of bill shape such as ‘stoutness’
suggested by Cox (1980, Table 3).
Despite these caveats, HANZAB (1990, Vol. 1
p. 541) describes the difference between Fulmar
and Fairy Prion as follows:
“Fulmar Prion closely similar [to Fairy Prion]
and generally indistinguishable at sea: paler
blue-grey, with more distinct M-mark, slightly
broader tail band, paler facial pattern, largely
bluish behind vent and slightly larger chunkier
bill.”7
HANZAB (1990, Vol. 1 p. 553-4) elaborated on
the difference between turtur and crassirostris as
follows:
“Closely similar to P. turtur; P. crassirostris
slightly larger with different bill shape.
Maxillary unguis of crassirostris, broad, looks
rounded in dorsal view; maxillary unguis
4.6-5.7 mm wide (3.3 - 4.4 in P. turtur) and
considered reliable character for separation of
crassirostris and turtur (Harper (1980).”
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Plumage features are of less use for identification
as the photographs of both pale and well-marked
Fulmar Prions in Shirihai (2007, p. 201-202)
illustrate. According to the literature the
important feature is the stout, deep bill.
Although it is not possible to take accurate
measurements, the following photographs taken
off Port MacDonnell, SA, show some examples
of birds exhibiting these structural characteristics
associated with Fulmar Prions in Cox (1980),
HANZAB (1990), Shirihai (2007) and Onley and
Scofield (2007). These birds all have stout deep
bills with a particularly short culminicorn. These
photographs are followed by several examples
that are intermediate between Fairy and Fulmar
Prions. The breeding islands from which the
birds originate are unknown.

[But see below, from p. 548.]
“The distance between the nasal tubes and
moderately developed unguis in Fairy Prion
is 5.1 mm (4.2-6.0), shorter than in P. belcheri
(8.3 mm); not so short as P. crassirostris
(2-4 mm).”
The key features of the bill structure of Fulmar
Prion from all these sources are the very short
culminicorn (< 4 mm), greater depth of the bill
below the nostril (> 8 mm) and broad maxillary
unguis (> 4.5 mm). In general, Fulmar Prions
have a short stubby or stout bill, broad at the
base and deep below the nostrils and with a
prominent maxillary unguis. Cox (1980, Fig. 18)
shows how the comparative bill stoutness of
Fulmar Prion is greatest on Bounty Island and
Pyramid Rock in the Chatham Islands, relative to
Auckland and Heard Islands.

Figure 14. A prion with a particularly broad tail
band and short bill, broad at the base

Figure 15. Enlargement of the prion in Figure 14

7. This description of the bill as ‘slightly larger’ is misleading as it implies that the bill of Fulmar Prion is larger in
all dimensions than that of Fairy Prion. The bill of Fulmar Prion is deeper below the nostrils, broader at the base,
with a broader maxillary unguis, and often shorter than the bill of Fairy Prion, giving it a stout appearance.
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Figure 16. This prion shows a very short
culminicorn and broad, bulbous maxillary
unguis with a bill narrower at the base than the
bird in Figure 15

Figure 18. Prion showing deep bill below the
nostrils, very short culminicorn and bulbous
and broad maxillary unguis
Antarctic Prion than Fulmar Prion. The bill on
the bird in Figure 17 is also very similar to that
of a Fulmar Prion from the Auckland Islands
labelled A 27 (DMW 17500) in Cox (1980, p.104).
John Cox (pers. com.).
The prion in photograph 18 has a bill rather
similar to the photograph of Fulmar Prion from
the Bounty Islands in The Seabirds of Australia,
(Lindsay 1986, p. 246). An enlargement of the
photograph from The Seabirds of Australia is
reproduced below as Figure 19.

Figure 17. This prion also has a bill structure
usually attributed to Fulmar Prion

Figures 14-18 were taken on 10 October 2010 on a
trip that also recorded an estimated one hundred

Figures 14 and 15 show a bill structure with
very short culminicorn and broad maxillary
unguis and shape to latericorn similar to that
of P. c. flemingi illustrated in Figure 13. Recall
that HANZAB (1990, Vol. 1, p. 554) lists the gap
between the maxillary unguis and the nostril
(length of culminicorn) of Fulmar Prion as
2-4 mm. See also Cox (1980, p.102-104) for a range
of bill shapes of Fulmar Prions drawn to scale.
The prion shown in Figure 17 clearly has a
deep bill below the nostril, large and bulbous
maxillary unguis, and very short culminicorn at least as short as that illustrated in HANZAB
plate 39 (Vol.1 opposite p. 258) for Fulmar Prion
and shorter than the illustration in Onley and
Scofield plate 27 for Fulmar Prion. In fact the
illustration in Onley and Scofield looks more like

Figure 19. A pair of Fulmar Prions from Bounty
Islands, New Zealand, The Seabirds of Australia
(Lindsay 1986, p. 246)
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Figure 20. Prion with a deep bill, bulbous
maxillary unguis but the culminiorn is
marginally longer than on the prions in Figures
15-18
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HANZAB (1990, Vol.1 p. 554) contains the
following warning:
“However, width of unguis of crassirostris
from Heard I. overlaps with that of P. turtur;
birds with unguis between 3.8 and 4.4 mm
wide cannot be identified on this character. …
Also, length of culminicorn usually shorter in
crassirostris: 2.0 - 4.0 mm long (4.2 – 6.0 mm
in P. turtur)… however, on basis of Heard I.
measurements, prions with culminicorn
between 4.2 and 5.00 [mm] long cannot be
identified.”
The following photographs illustrate some
prions that have stout bills intermediate between
Fulmar and Fairy Prion. The prion in Figure 22
has a stout bill, deep below the nostrils and
broad at the base, with bulbous, broad maxillary
unguis but culminicorn not as short as that in
Figures 15-18 but not dissimilar from that in
Figure 21. Figure 23 shows a prion with a longish
chunky bill and broad maxillary unguis but with
a longer culminicorn than Fulmar Prion. See Cox
(1980, p. 100, DMW 14902) for a specimen of P.
turtur from Motunau Is., New Zealand with a
similar bill structure.

Figure 21. Fulmar Prion, adult, The Snares,
New Zealand, November, The Seabirds of
Australia (Lindsay 1986, p. 247)
Fairy Prions. The synoptic situation showed a
high-pressure cell centred in the western Tasman
Sea with a cold front approaching from the west.
The prion in Figure 20 has a bill similar to that of
the Fulmar Prion from the Snares in The Seabirds
of Australia (Lindsay 1986, p. 247) reproduced in
Figure 21.
Although these examples illustrate that it is
possible to find photographs of prions with a bill
structure fitting that for Fulmar Prion described
in HANZAB and other sources it should also
be conceded that there are many others that are
unidentifiable.

Figure 22. Prion showing a stout bill, deep
below the nostrils and broad at the base
The prion in Figure 23 could be described as
a “large-billed Fairy Prion” but it is certainly
not consistent with the bills of Fulmar Prions
sketched to scale by Cox (1980) or even the bill
of P. c. flemingi presented by Tennyson and Bartle
(2005), contra Onley and Scofield. Perhaps the
prion in Figure 23 is P. t. subantarctica or just a
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Arrival dates of migrant bush birds in the
Strathalbyn district: a 45 year collaborative study

JOHN ECKERT

Abstract

PREAMBLE

A collaborative community-wide record of arrival
times (first seasonal records) of 18 bird species over 45
years in the Strathalbyn district established a pattern
indicating migration or partial migration in 12. Such
a pattern was not excluded in the others but data were
less conclusive, generally being too few. In the Little
Button-quail, Cockatiel, Budgerigar, Rainbow Beeeater, White-winged Triller and Masked and Whitebrowed Woodswallow a regular spring arrival was
documented but its timing varied among the species,
being least variable in the Rainbow Bee-eater (25 days
variation 17 September to 14 October) but ranged
through September to November in most others. The
Rufous Songlark showed a similar pattern but with
occasional arrivals as early as May. The Horsfield’s
Bronze, Pallid and Fan-tailed Cuckoos arrived earlier
during late autumn and early winter (April to June).
The Flame Robin proved a regular post-breeding
autumn migrant, with most first records occurring
between mid April and mid May.

Andrew Black and Graham Carpenter

Variation in arrival dates reflected seasonal
conditions, being later in locally dry years or
following wet years inland, but was inconsistent
among species. Arrival date was also influenced by
species abundance, being detected earlier when a
species was more numerous.
The Rainbow Bee-eater and White-winged Triller
arrived earlier over the study period, possibly
influenced by a warming trend in Australia associated
with climate change.

Over a period of forty years John Eckert
published notes on birds of the Strathalbyn
district in the weekly newspaper Southern
Argus under the pen name ‘Robin’. Of particular
interest were his reports of the first arrivals of
migratory birds – a local equivalent of letters to
The Times of claims to hearing the first cuckoo
in spring. In 2004 he submitted a paper on the
records for publication in the South Australian
Ornithologist. It was accepted for publication
subject to further analysis in order to identify
factors that might be responsible for the variation
in arrival dates from year to year.
John Eckert died on 21 June 2008 without
resubmitting the paper. As its reviewers, we
believe that it is a remarkable record that
deserves publication. We have therefore provided
further analysis and discussion, including the
addition of a further four years of data from
John’s notebooks.
For an obituary and bibliography of John Eckert
read Black and Horton (2008).
INTRODUCTION
While bird migration is a well-understood
characteristic of many Northern Hemisphere
breeding species, including those waders and
terns that visit Australia for the austral summer,
it is much less clear-cut for birds that breed
in Australia. Here the differences between
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nomadism and migration have not always
been easily separated. Chan (2000) defined
migration as the predictable seasonal movement
from a breeding-ground to a distant winteringground and back again within a single year and
nomadism as the circumstance wherein birds
constantly wandered to wherever conditions
might be suitable for breeding and foraging. The
erratic rainfall and climate of inland Australia
doubtless force nomadic movement in many
species in order to take advantage of times of
abundance fortuitously presented in areas that
are normally too harsh for survival or breeding.
Wyndham (1982) proposed that the Budgerigar,
Melopsittacus undulatus, a species known for
spectacular nomadic movements, seemed to
possess an underlying defined migratory pattern.
In the late 1950s I came to the belief that
various bird species such as the White-browed,
Artamus superciliosus and Masked, A. personatus
Woodswallows, Budgerigars, Melopsitticus
undulatus and Cockatiel, Nymphicus hollandicus
were regular spring visitors to the Strathalbyn
district. When I mentioned this observation
to Professor J.B. Cleland he told me that this
was not generally known to be the case, and
suggested that I obtain prospective documentary
evidence. I here provide data showing that most
of the species dealt with have an underlying
regular pattern of annual movements.
METHODS
When the Strathalbyn Naturalists Club was
formed in 1962 an opportunity arose to assess
local bird movements more comprehensively
than a single observer could achieve. The
publishing of bird notes in the local paper, the
Southern Argus, allowed an even wider group of
observers to volunteer information.
I therefore began to document the arrival times
(earliest report) for 18 species that I believed
moved in and out of the district on a seasonal if
not necessarily a regular basis. Care was taken
to use only those observations with a high
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degree of certainty. Species targeted are listed in
Table 1. While others such as Sacred Kingfisher,
Todiramphus sanctus, Silvereye, Zosterops lateralis,
Welcome Swallow, Hirundo neoxena, Fairy Martin,
Petrochelidon aerial and Tree Martin, P. nigricans
also undoubtedly have seasonal movements,
some are present all year or absent only for a
brief period (Fairy Martin). Thus they were not
easy to assess for the first date of returning birds.
The data have been collected since 1963, when
a network had been established that offered
reasonable monitoring, and were continued
until 2007, those for the last four years having
been extracted from notebooks by Deb and Rick
Eckert. A core of observers supplied most of the
records but 103 separate individuals contributed
(refer to Acknowledgments). Localities are not
named but can be provided.
No attempt was made to record the abundance of
each species, although exceptional numbers were
noted.
The area covered was modelled on that of
the former Strathalbyn District Council of the
1960s, bounded roughly by Finniss, Ashbourne,
Flaxley, Chauncey’s Line, Wellington and the
edge of Lake Alexandrina to Clayton, an area
of about 100,000 ha (refer to map in Strathalbyn
Naturalists Club 2000). The district receives
400-500 mm annual rainfall. Most of the original
eucalypt woodland and mallee has long been
cleared for agriculture (cereals and stock grazing)
and vineyards.
RESULTS
First arrival dates in each year for 13 of the
18 seasonal visitors to the Strathalbyn district
are graphed in Figures 1-12. Those for the
Masked Woodswallow are not shown since they
closely followed those of the White-browed
Woodswallow with which it formed mixed
flocks. Observers’ initials are given with each
record (refer to names in Acknowledgments).
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Table 1. Eighteen seasonally occurring species in the Strathalbyn district chosen for study.
Species
Little Buttonquail
Red-chested Buttonquail
Cockatiel
Budgerigar
Horsfield’s Bronze Cuckoo
Shining Bronze Cuckoo
Black-eared Cuckoo
Pallid Cuckoo
Fan-tailed Cuckoo
Red-backed Kingfisher
Rainbow Bee-eater
Orange Chat
White-winged Triller
Black-faced Woodswallow
White-browed Woodswallow
Masked Woodswallow
Flame Robin
Rufous Songlark

% years
reported

Earliest

Latest

Mean

93
44
84
89
71
16
22
100
96
33
100
51
96
20
91
73
100
73

31 Aug
24 Oct
23 Aug
27 Jul
18 Mar
18 Aug
17 Apr
8 Apr
20 Mar
24 Sep
14 Sep
10 Sep
9 Aug
31 May
15 Sep
23 Sep
2 Apr
24 May

10 Dec
5 Jan
29 Nov
16 Jan
15 Jun
17 Apr
2 Feb
12 Sep
19 Jun
14 Mar
12 Oct
15 Apr
2 Dec
28 Jul
26 Dec
19 Nov
18 Jun
10 Oct

24 Oct
29 Nov
27 Sep
11 Oct
1 May
8 Nov
8 Nov
7 Jun
13 May
20 Nov
29 Sep
9 Jan
23 Sep
21 Jun
12 Oct
18 Oct
28 Apr
22 Aug

A statistically derived ‘best fit’ trend-line was
applied to each graph and is shown where a
trend to change in arrival dates has been detected
from the data. The earliest and latest recorded
arrival dates of all 18 species during the 45 years
of the study are shown in Table 1. Arrival dates
of the four less commonly recorded species are
listed in Table 2.
Climatic factors thought most likely to influence
arrival times of seasonally occurring species are
local winter rainfall and inland rainfall. Graphs
of yearly winter rainfall (April-September at
Strathalbyn: data from Bureau of Meteorology)
and central Australian rainfall are therefore also
provided for comparison (Figures 13 and 14).
Central Australian rainfall has been adapted
from Bureau of Meteorology Australian rainfall
deciles (Bureau of Meteorology website), where
7=record rainfall; 6=much above average;
5=above average 4=average; 3=below average;
2=much below average.

SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Little Buttonquail, Turnix velox
Due to its cryptic habits and preference for
either cereal crops or dense grassland, this is
a difficult bird to monitor. Arrival dates vary
between 31 August and 10 December (mean 24
October) with October – November the usual
arrival time recorded. In reality it is more likely
that birds begin to arrive in late September –
early October in most years, with detection
being more dependent on the timing of cereal
harvesting than actual arrival dates. Some stayed
through winter in 1977 and 1981, and none
were reported in 1986, 1998 and 1999. Spring
irruptions in southern South Australia occurred
in 1963, 1968, 1973, 1983 and 1984 (Jenkin et al.
1964, Kraehenbuehl 1970, Eckert 1972, Reid 1976,
Carpenter et al. 2003).
Arrival dates show no trend over time, although
they have become more erratic (Figure 1). Arrival
dates also tended to be earlier in irruption years.
There is no obvious relationship between local or
inland rainfall and arrival dates.
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Table 2. First seasonal records for four less consistently recorded species.
Year
Shining Bronze
Black-eared
Red-backed
Cuckoo
Cuckoo
Kingfisher
1963
10/10 JE
14/10 LP
1964
1965
10/10 JE
1966
4/9 JEn
17/4 LP
1967
1968
29/9 JE
1969
1970
15/9 JE
1971
25/11 ES
1972
1973
10/2
20/2 KF
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
2/2 JEn
1979
1980
1981
1982
24/9 LP
1983
1984
6/1 LW
1985
26/10 JWu
1986
20/11 JE
1987
1988
1989
17/4 JG
1990
1991
21/11 LP
1992
1993
1994
15/10 RE
1995
14/3 RF
1996
1997
27/9 JE
1998
19/11 EM
1999
6/10 EM
2000
24/8 RR
25/4 KP
2001
18/8 RR
2/9 RE
2002
24/6 JE
2003
2004
4/11 BS
2005
26/9 RF
2006
2007
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Black-faced
Woodswallow
29/6 JE
7/6 LP
8/6 LP
12/6 LP
26/6 JE
31/5 LP

5/7 RCh

28/7 JE

21/6 DMu
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Figure 1. Arrival dates of Little (blue line) and Red-chested (pink line) Buttonquails in the
Strathalbyn district. Observers’ initials are given for each point (refer to Acknowledgments).
Irruption years are shown with larger symbols.
Red-chested Buttonquail, Turnix pyrrhothorax
This species occurs in small numbers when T.
velox is abundant. It usually breeds when present,
with juveniles sometimes seen with a parent.
The lack of records since 1994 probably reflects
the change from tractor-drawn to self-propelled
harvesting machinery. This does not readily
allow the views that are required to identify the
species with certainty when flushed. There are
too few records to determine trends, although

Figure 2. Cockatiel

the species appears to be arriving later with time
(Figure 1).
Cockatiel, Nymphicus hollandicus
Cockatiels are an early spring visitor to the
district with some birds arriving in September
in most years. Arrival dates span 23 August to
29 November (mean 27 September). Over the
survey period there has been an appreciable
decline in abundance. It is now seldom that a
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Figure 3. Budgerigar
flock in excess of 100 is seen, whereas in the 1960s
post-breeding flocks of several hundred were
sometimes encountered. In some springs that it
was not recorded there were observations early
in the following year (e.g. five near Hartley on 14
January 1988 – Len Potts pers. comm.). Some were
recorded through winter in 1969, 1975, 1984, 2000,
2005 and 2006.
Arrival dates appear to have become later over
time (Figure 2) and do not show any obvious
relationship with local or inland rainfall.
Budgerigar, Melopsittacus undulatus
Budgerigars are an erratic visitor to the district,
both in terms of arrival date and numbers.
Appearances have been between 17 July and
16 January (mean 11 October) with October the
most favoured month. Numbers are often few
and duration of stay brief, although in at least
half of the years some have stayed to breed.
Spring irruptions into southern South Australia
have occurred in 1963, 1968-9, 1973-7 and 1983-4
(Higgins 1999, Carpenter et al. 2003).
An enormous migration was witnessed on the
morning of 7 October 1963. Between 0900 and
about 1200, flocks of 10-100 flew continuously
over a front of at least 15 km between Belvidere
and near Mulgundawa, travelling from northeast to south-west aided by a fairly strong north-

easterly breeze. At least four flocks were visible
at any one spot during most of this passage. Late
that morning C. Sim (pers. comm.) encountered
a similar situation between Strathalbyn and
Macclesfield, but with birds flying south to north.
Presumably they had been blocked by the sea and
the Mount Lofty Ranges and chose to return north
along the foothills. It was estimated that a least a
million birds passed through the district that day.
A similar movement, but with less than 10% of the
numbers, occurred on 29 September 1973. A few
stayed through winter in 1974, 1983 and 1990. On
13 June 1990 a flock of 200 was seen at Langhorne
Creek (R. Lange pers. comm.) but usually in winter
flocks of less than 20 are seen. Substantially fewer
Budgerigars have visited the district since the
1970s and none were recorded in 2007.
Arrival dates show no trend over time (Figure 3)
but are earlier in irruption years, later in locally
dry years, and show no obvious relationship
with inland rainfall.
Horsfield’s Bronze Cuckoo, Chalcites basalis
This cuckoo first appears in autumn-early winter
in most years, with arrival times from 18 March
to 15 June (mean 1 May). However because some
juveniles may be present through into autumn,
arrival times proved ambiguous. Hence records
were not kept after 1996. Arrival times appear
to be earlier in locally wet years (Figure 4). The
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Figure 4. Horsfield’s Bronze Cuckoo (note arrival dates were not recorded after 1996)
same ambiguity in arrival times probably also
applies to the following two species.

paid to the Chauncey’s Line and Ferries McDonald
Conservation Park, where closer monitoring might
show it to be a more regular visitor.

Shining Bronze Cuckoo, Chalcites lucidus
This species is a rare spring visitor to the survey
area, recorded as a result of accidental death
almost as often as by observation. It prefers high
rainfall country and may be more prevalent to
the west of Strathalbyn where there were fewer
observers.

Pallid Cuckoo, Cacomantis pallidus
The Pallid Cuckoo is a regular visitor to the
district, appearing in autumn-early winter but
remaining through spring and summer. Arrival
dates were from 8 April to 12 September (mean 7
June). An early report observed that it arrived on
the Adelaide Plains in the middle of July and at
times as early as the middle of June (Anon. 1918).
Condon (1968) considered it a spring – summer
visitor, with some birds arriving in the first week

Black-eared Cuckoo, Chacites osculans
For much of the survey area this species is a rare
spring vagrant. More recently better attention was
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Figure 6. Fan-tailed Cuckoo
of June. The Pallid Cuckoo is another species
whose numbers have gradually declined, and in
some years it is difficult to locate.
Arrival dates show a 7-8 year cyclical pattern
with no obvious trend (Figure 5). The pattern
shows no obvious relationship with local or
inland rainfall.
Fan-tailed Cuckoo, Cacomantis flabelliformis
This species is more punctual than the preceding.
First dates range from 20 March to 19 June (mean
13 May). It was not recorded in 1965 and 1997. It
is a rather furtive species in this district and can
easily be overlooked, although it frequently flies
into windows. It is considered a regular visitor
to the Strathalbyn district, usually departing by
November after breeding (Eckert 2000).
Arrival dates show no trend but have become
more erratic over time (Figure 6). There is no
obvious relationship with rainfall.
Red-backed Kingfisher, Todiramphus pyrrhopygius
This species is a rare spring visitor to the
southern parts of South Australia including the
Strathalbyn district, where the infrequent records
obtained suggest that this locality is beyond the
normal southerly limit of such movement (Eckert
1989). Despite pairs being present at times no
breeding was recorded.

Rainbow Bee-eater, Merops ornatus
The Rainbow Bee-eater proved to be the
most regular visitor, both in arrival times and
numbers. Arrival dates were 14 September to
12 October (mean 29 September) with most in
the last week of September or the first week of
October. They nested at many places throughout
the district and often assembled into sizeable
groups before leaving on northward migration
in March. Two stayed through winter near
Ashbourne in 1967, feeding at times from bees at
hives.
Arrival dates show an earlier trend over time
(Figure 7) and are not related to rainfall.
Orange Chat, Epthianura aurifrons
This species has been present at some time during
half of the survey years but more first reports are
in late summer or autumn than spring (Figure
8) and are difficult to interpret, whether early or
late. For example, the first record for 1983/4 was
19 January and for 1984/5 it was 10 September.
Thus two first arrival dates may be shown in
one year.It has bred on several occasions in both
spring and late summer. In three years it stayed
until late June and a party of four was seen on 24
August 2002, leaving only July – late August the
only period without records. The data suggest that
the Orange Chat is at least partly nomadic to the
district. Arrival dates show no obvious relationship
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Figure 7. Rainbow Bee-eater
with rainfall, although late summer arrivals may
correspond with wet years inland.

birds arrived in spring, the only record for 1975
being of a late-staying bird near Milang in March.

White-winged Triller, Lalage sueurii
This species is a regular spring-summer visitor,
usually only in low to moderate numbers. Prior
to the 1990s we had never recorded them before
early September but since then there have been
six years with appearances in August (Eckert
2008). Arrival dates have varied from 9 August
to 2 December (mean 23 September). Breeding
occurred in about half of the years but often they
pass through without staying long. Single birds
in female or eclipse plumage stayed through
winter on three occasions. In 1975 and 2006 no

The graph (Figure 9) shows a trend towards
earlier arrival dates over time although this
does not appear to be linear, little change being
evident though the 1970s and 1980s, since when
arrivals have been earlier on average although
more erratic. The apparently abrupt change is
not easily explained, e.g. by a change in observer
vigilance, and it is possible that some previous
‘early’ claims were discounted because of the
species’ otherwise apparent regularity. Later
arrivals correspond with wet years inland.
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Black-faced Woodswallow, Artamus cinereus
During the first decade of the study it appeared
that this species might be a regular visitor to the
Strathalbyn district. Arrival dates are 31 May to
28 July (mean 21 June) with birds staying only for
brief period. However there have been only three
records in the last 30 years so the species would
now be better regarded as an erratic winter visitor.

the minority and, when flocks are passing over
at considerable height, are difficult to separate
with certainty. Consequently only this species
has been graphed (Figure 10). The White-browed
occurs in most years, arriving from 15 September
to 26 December (mean 12 October). September
and October are the usual months of its arrival
and it has nested in most years. They usually
depart in late January but occasionally some have
stayed until March. None have over-wintered.

White-browed Woodswallow, Artamus
superciliosus
This and the following species often move into
the study area together, the Masked usually in
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Arrival dates show no trend over time but are later
when wet inland and earlier when wet locally.
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Figure 10. White-browed Woodswallow
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Figure 11. Flame Robin
Masked Woodswallow, Artamus personatus
This species was recorded much less frequently
than the preceding in the early years of the study,
suggesting that either it was missed among
mixed flocks early in the study or its numbers are
increasing in proportion. It has not been found
nesting as often as the White-browed, but has
bred profusely on several occasions.

that only two or three groups visit whereas fifty
years ago most parts of the district hosted a
group. Arrival dates are 2 April to 18 June (mean
28 April) and birds usually depart by mid August.
None have stayed beyond 21 August.
Arrival dates appear to have become later with
time and are more erratic (Figure 11). They are
not related to local rainfall.

Flame Robin, Petroica phoenicea
An alarming decline has been evident for this
non-breeding winter visitor, beginning in the
1950s. While it still occurs each year, it is probable

Rufous Songlark, Cincloramphus mathewsi
A furtive nature combined with plain plumage
made this species difficult to monitor. Usually its
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Figure 13. Combined monthly rainfall for April to September for each year at Strathalbyn (data
from Bureau of Meteorology)
presence was not noticed until it called. This was
generally in August or September, but sometimes
in June or July (mean 22 August). In 1974 one
was heard on 24 May and again on 3 June,
suggesting that some birds might arrive well
before the date of our first record. It is possible
that birds may have been present in more than
the 73% of years reported. In most years few
birds were recorded, but occasionally they have
been quite common with almost every sizeable
patch of trees with good grass growth nearby

being occupied by one or more singing males.
Breeding is presumed over most of the district at
these times.
Arrival dates show no trend with time and have
become less erratic (Figure 12). Birds arrived
early during a wet period inland (1973-4) and
were not recorded in years of low local rainfall.
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DISCUSSION
Soon after the commencement of this study
Condon (1968) wrote of the Cockatiel, Redbacked Kingfisher and Little Buttonquail as
occasional visitors to the southern agricultural
districts from the interior and the Budgerigar
and Orange Chat as nomadic. The Flame Robin
he recognised as a non-breeding winter migrant
and the Fan-tailed Cuckoo as resident or partly
migratory, the Red-chested Buttonquail being
listed only as “rare”. He considered the Masked
Woodswallow to be either migratory or nomadic
and the White-browed Woodswallow to be
entirely nomadic. He named only the Pallid
Cuckoo and the three smaller cuckoos, Rainbow
Bee-eater and White-winged Triller as (regular)
spring-summer migrants, the Rufous Songlark an
irregular spring migrant.
Whether our findings apply to the southern
agricultural regions more broadly, all of the
above named 18 species of land-birds are here
shown to occur seasonally in the Strathalbyn
district. Twelve are considered regular seasonal
visitors, occurring in most years. The Little
Buttonquail, Cockatiel, Budgerigar, Rainbow
Bee-eater, White-winged Triller, White-browed
and Masked Woodswallow and Rufous Songlark
appear chiefly in spring, while the cuckoos
(Horsfield’s Bronze, Pallid and Fan-tailed)
usually arrive in autumn or early winter. All
except the Flame Robin, which arrives in autumn
after breeding, have been observed to breed
in the district, but the extent varies from year
to year with some simply moving through the
district. The remaining six species are irregular
visitors but show seasonal trends.
In naming the cuckoos as spring-summer
migrants to southern districts Condon (1968)
noted that some birds arrived earlier. The Fantailed Cuckoo he listed as a possible resident
based on reports of some birds throughout
the year. In the Strathalbyn district this study
shows that some at least arrive earlier, but,
because abundance was not recorded it is

possible that more birds arrive in spring in
support of Condon’s (1968) assertion. The Blackfaced Woodswallow is generally considered
sedentary (Higgins, Peter and Cowling 2006) or
partly nomadic (Condon 1968), although early
in this study a possible winter migration into
the Strathalbyn district seemed evident. The
irregular spring and late summer occurrence
of the Orange Chat is even more puzzling
and monitoring of an expanded area might be
necessary to reveal a pattern to its movements.
In order to better quantify the seasonal status of
each species it would be necessary to determine
departure dates. No attempt was made to do
this because, in contrast to arrivals, when a
bird is readily detected after being absent and
when many species are calling and conspicuous,
last recorded dates are often not noted and are
therefore easily overlooked. In addition birds
are often inconspicuous prior to leaving and, for
both these reasons, are more difficult to monitor
in a community based survey. The Rainbow Beeeater is one exception, forming large groups prior
to departing. Departures are also complicated by
the presence of juveniles, many of which stay on
after the adults have left.
The direction of migratory movement is
generally assumed to be north-south. Nix
(1976) drew attention to the peak productivity
of plant growth in spring and early summer
in southern temperate areas but in autumn
and winter in northern Australia following the
tropical wet season. He pointed out that this
facilitated a regular south-north movement
pattern in some birds which allowed them to
take advantage of the food generated by such
peaks. Complementary evidence of patterns
of north-south movements of many Australian
birds was provided by Griffioen and Clarke
(2002) who analysed seasonal records from the
two Australian Bird Atlases and other large
cooperative databases. Their analysis excluded
Western Australia, and was most reliable for
movements in the four eastern states where
cover was most complete. Five basic movement
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patterns were recognised, four being pertinent
to these records. The Flame Robin was one
of the ‘Trans Bass Strait’ migrants. Fan-tailed
and Shining Bronze Cuckoos had a strongly
defined ‘eastern coastal’ migratory pattern.
Little Buttonquail (Red-chested not discussed),
Red-backed Kingfisher, Rainbow Bee-eater,
Cockatiel and Orange Chat showed a ‘northsouth’ inland movement pattern. The remaining
seven exhibited ‘non-cardinal’ (i.e. not strictly
north-south) inland movements. Budgerigar,
White-winged Triller and Masked Woodswallow
moved in a north-westerly direction away from
the south-eastern Australian coastline (‘slope
line’) and Pallid and Horsfield’s Bronze Cuckoos
(Black-eared not discussed), White-browed
Woodswallow (Black-faced not discussed) and
Rufous Songlark took an ‘Inland Circle’ route,
moving north-east in the autumn, north-west and
inland in the winter and south in spring.
With the exception of the Flame Robin a northsouth movement pattern is probably true in a
broad sense for all of the species discussed, but
the direction of travel in birds actually seen during
their arrival in the Strathalbyn district is much
more often from north-east to south-west. Some
species (Budgerigars and woodswallows) seem
to be assisted by the wind, particularly bouts
of north-easterly and northerly wind preceding
changes in weather. Occasionally though, our
first woodswallow sightings are of flocks going
north, presumably having reached the sea and
turned back. There seems to be a scouting element
associated with early visits by both these and the
Budgerigar, for they seldom settle down and stay
on first arrival as most other seasonal species do,
possibly because seasonal conditions are not yet
suitable for residence. It is often the third or fourth
visit before woodswallows stay to nest. It may be
that the main migratory stream comes down from
Queensland through mid-western and western
New South Wales to about northern Victoria
and continues into southeastern South Australia
through the mallee belt. Southward progress may
be in a series of advancements and moves back as
it is necessary for country to dry out and mature
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so that insects and seeds become more readily
available. Some of these species are often recorded
at Loxton a week before arriving near Strathalbyn
(G.E. Warneke, pers. comm.) and I have recorded
Little Buttonquail and migratory woodswallows
east of Meningie a week or more before they were
detected west of the River Murray.
Other than for the Rainbow Bee-eater and Flame
Robin there is great variation in arrival dates,
presumably reflecting seasonal conditions
in differing parts of Australia. Local rainfall
may influence arrival times by affecting the
availability of food. In locally wet years there may
be a greater cover of grass earlier in the season,
providing feeding habitat for quails, parrots and
songlarks. There may be a greater abundance of
invertebrate prey for woodswallows, cuckoos,
trillers and kingfishers. Local rainfall also
affects the abundance and timing of breeding
for cuckoo hosts. These factors may explain the
earlier arrivals of White-browed and Masked
Woodswallows and Horsfield’s Bronze Cuckoo in
locally wet years and later arrivals of Budgerigar,
in locally dry years.
Species that migrate through or from more arid
central Australia are influenced by rainfall in
that region. The combination of water and higher
temperatures creates ideal breeding conditions.
This may influence arrival times in the study
area by delaying or reducing movements,
such as is evident in White-winged Triller,
Rufous Songlark, White-browed and Masked
Woodswallows. Irruptions into coastal areas also
occur when the inland dries out. Arrival dates
are also likely to change if a species becomes
more or less abundant. Arrivals are statistically
more likely to be recorded earlier in years when
a species is more abundant. This appears to
apply to irruptions of Little Buttonquail and
Budgerigar. On the other hand, arrival dates are
more likely to be recognised only later and more
erratically when a species is present in very small
numbers. The Flame Robin, Cockatiel, Fan-tailed
Cuckoo and possibly Red-chested Buttonquail
are examples.
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It is likely that a combination of these factors
affect the arrival times of seasonal bird species in
the Strathalbyn district.
At the global scale, climate change may influence
arrival dates. There is evidence for a warming
trend in temperatures across much of Australia
(Della-Marta, Collins and Braganza 2004). While
no clear evidence for changes in migration times
has been established in Australia, in the Northern
Hemisphere many bird species are arriving
earlier and changing breeding seasons (e.g.
Sparks and Menzel 2002, Rubolini et al. 2007).
Species most affected are those that migrate the
longest distances.
The 45 years covered by this study provides a
unique opportunity to determine whether bird
species may be affected by climate change in
temperate southern Australia. Any such influence
is however difficult to isolate given the extent
to which local habitats have been impacted by
vegetation clearance, and its associated effect
on local climate. Most significant is the trend for
earlier arrival in the Rainbow Bee-eater (about
2.5 days per decade), because its abundance in
the study area has been similar over the study
period and impacts on habitat less evident. A
similar trend was found during a 20 year study at
Eyre Bird Observatory in south-eastern Western
Australia (Chambers 2008), although a stronger
trend was found for later departure dates resulting
in a longer stay. In a 30 year study near Sydney,
Smith and Smith (2012) found 16 locally breeding
woodland and forest migrants had significantly
earlier arrival times (4.4 days per decade),
although the species studied were different from
those monitored in the Strathalbyn district.
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New records of the Eastern Grass Owl, Tyto
longimembris, in South Australia

REECE D PEDLER & BEN J PARKHURST
Abstract
The Eastern Grass Owl, Tyto longimembris, has
been recorded infrequently from arid zone springs,
boredrains and wetlands in South Australia since
first reported in the far north-east of South Australia
in 1975. During the 2010-2012 La Niña event,
rainfall in inland South Australia was at its highest
in decades, resulting in irruptions of small native
mammal populations, particularly the Long-haired
Rat, Rattus villosissimus. We present seven new
records of Grass Owls from five locations, including
the first records from the western Lake Eyre Basin.
Habitat and food resources are discussed in context
with the sightings and we suggest methods for future
surveys targeted at Grass Owls, along with reference
to the management of the artificial bore drain habitats
often used by the species.

INTRODUCTION
The Eastern Grass Owl, Tyto longimembris, is
known from high rainfall environments in
Queensland and New South Wales as well as arid
inland sites in the Lake Eyre Basin and MurrayDarling Basin (Parker 1977; Debus, Maciejewskie
and McAllan 1998).
After the first report of the species in South
Australia from floodplain habitats near
Koonchera Waterhole in Goyder Lagoon (Cox
1976; Foale 1982), the Eastern Grass Owl has
been recorded at further floodplain sites, artesian
boredrains and mound springs in the northeast and southern Lake Eyre Basin. Subsequent
records include sightings and specimens from
upstream in the Diamantina and Eyre Creek
systems near the Queensland/South Australia

border (Parker 1977); Mirra Mitta Bore on the
mid Birdsville Track (Parker 1977, Schodde 1978);
a resident population at Coward Springs Bore
Drain in the Lake Eyre South region between
December 1992 and March 1993 (Read 1995);
Morris Creek Bore, Callanna Station in 1993
(Read 1995) and Trinity Well, Mt Freeling Station
in 2001 (Rogers 2003).
The presence of Eastern Grass Owls in the
Lake Eyre Basin has previously been linked to
irruptions of the Long-haired (or Plague) Rat,
Rattus villosissimus (Cox 1976; Parker 1977); a
species well known in the Channel Country for
its population irruptions during exceptional
seasons (Predavec and Dickman 1994). However
in the southern Lake Eyre Basin, Eastern Grass
Owls have also been linked to high numbers of
other small mammals such as House Mouse, Mus
musculus, and Forrest’s Mouse, Leggadina forresti,
following infrequent high rainfall conditions
(Read 1995).
This note summarises some our own and others’
recent opportunistic observations of Eastern
Grass Owls in the far north of South Australia
during such a period of exceptional rainfall and
flooding, with irruptions of Long-haired Rats
and similar population expansion in other small
mammal species.

METHODS
Following the opportunistic discovery of Eastern
Grass Owl feathers at Pandiburra Boredrain in
October 2009 and further reports of owls flushed
from bore-fed wetland vegetation on at Big Blyth
Boredrain, other sites of appropriate habitat in
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Table 1. Summary of targeted search effort for Eastern Grass
Owls during 2009-2013.
Location
Pandiburra Boredrain, Clifton
Hills Station

Coward Springs Boredrain,
Oodnadatta Track

Coward Springs (proper), Stuart
Creek Station
Big Blyth Boredrain, The Peake
Station
Outside Springs and Johnson’s
No.3 Bore, The Peake Station.
Wabma Kadarbu Mound
Springs (6 vents), Wabma
Kadarbu Conservation Park
Buttercup Springs, Stuart Creek
Station
Emerald Springs, Stuart Creek
Station
Jacob Springs, Stuart Creek
Station
Johnson’s No. 3 Boredrain, The
Peake Station
Outside Springs, The Peake
Station

25 Oct 2009
17 June 2011
13 April 2013
9 Jan 2011
10 April 2011
15 May 2011
5 Nov 2011
27 Nov 2011
22 Sept 2012
24 Mar 2013

No. of
Observers
5
2
2
3
4
2
4
3
2
2

5 Nov 2011

4

8 Oct 2011
26 Oct 2011

4
5

Dates

26 Nov 2011

5 Nov 2011

5 Nov 2011
5 Nov 2011
5 Nov 2011
26 Nov 2011
26 Nov 2011

Mirra Mitta Boredrain, Cowarie
Station

21 Aug 2012
2 Sept 2012
6 Sept 2013

The Bubbler Mound Spring,
Wabma Kadarbu Conservation
Park

22 Sept 2012
24 Mar 2013

northern South Australia were searched between
2009-2013 by the authors and other observers
(Table 1). Twenty-four individual searches were
undertaken (Table 1) and our techniques for
detection evolved with increasing experience,
becoming progressively targeted and intensive
(see Discussion).
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RESULTS
Eastern Grass Owls were found at
seven sites during the survey as
detailed in Table 2 and shown on
Figure 1.

DISCUSSION
Significance of records
The observations presented here
include the first records of Eastern
Grass Owls from the western Lake
Eyre Basin and the first records
for many years from a number of
previous sites in the north-east
and southern Lake Eyre Basin.

During the period of our
observations, Eastern Grass Owls
3
were also reported elsewhere
in northern South Australia
4
and neighbouring western
Queensland. A female Eastern
Grass Owl was flushed from
4
samphire and sedge at Coward
Springs on 2 November 2011 by
4
Colin Rogers and Peter Koch,
who subsequently saw an Eastern
4
Grass Owl, suspected to be the
same bird, near The Bubbler
3
Mound Spring (~7 km to the
east) while spotlighting (South
3
Australian Rarities Committee
4
#51). Three Eastern Grass Owls
3
(and numerous Eastern Barn
3
Owls) were observed in a spotlight
using call playback on Cooper
2
Creek near Moomba in June 2012
3
by Ian and Pat May (Eremaea
Birdline South Australia; accessed
6 July 2013, South Australian Rarities Committee
#53) and a bird was flushed from vegetation in
the Cooper Creek floodplain east of Ballera Gas
Centre on 6 November 2012 (Jaensch et al. 2013).

Nov 2010

Big Blyth Boredrain,
The Peake Station

2

R Pedler,
B Parkhurst,
D Kovac

N & J Keogh

One owl flushed from thick patch of Cyperus laevigatus amongst shorter surrounding
sedges. A single pellet found at roost site contained the skull of a Plains Mouse,
Pseudomys australis.

Two Eastern Grass Owls flushed from roost in sparse patch of T. domingensis reeds (~3 m
in diameter) amongst shorter, thicker Cyperus beds in tail of boredrain (Figure 3). Some
signs of Long-haired Rat observed, but numbers thought to be much lower than their
peak during 2011. Body feathers found in the roost lodged with SA Museum, specimen
B58669.

Eastern Grass Owl found caught on fence (alive) between Smithfield and Algebuckina
Paddocks. Removed and cared for, but later died (primary feathers lodged with SA
Museum, specimen B58513).

Five Eastern Grass Owls flushed from low areas of Cyperus sp. dominated areas on
edge of boredrain at dusk following shots fired in air from 12 ga. shotgun (prior to the
capping/closure of bore). Long-haired Rats and their signs very abundant.
Eastern Grass Owl and multiple Eastern Barn Owls, Tyto javanica, attracted into
floodlights over camp at ~9 pm while Long-haired Rat distress calls broadcast through
car stereo. Likely that more than one individual Eastern Grass Owl observed, but only
one seen at a time (two weeks post capping/closure of bore).

Two owls flushed in the tail of boredrain during fish survey.

Primary feathers found in Cyperus sp dominated clearings between dense Typha
domingensis reed beds (feathers verified through comparison with specimens in SA
Museum and then lodged, specimen B58512, Figure 2). Localised Long-haired Rat
irruption following full flooding of Goyder Lagoon. No owls were flushed from the
boredrain despite two hours of searching by two observers and additional observations
after dark with a spotlight.

R Pedler,
L Pedler,
P Langdon,
G Carpenter,
A Black
D Schmarr,
D Cheshire
R Pedler, J Rees,
T Gotch,
J Gotch
R Pedler,
B Parkhurst,
H Spronk,
D & H Balnaves

Observation details

Observers

The Bubbler Mound
Spring, Wabma
R Pedler,
7
22 Sept 2012
Kadarbu Conservation
B Parkhurst
Park, Oodnadatta Track

2 Sept 2012

Mirra Mitta Boredrain,
6 Cowarie Station,
Birdsville Track

26 Oct 2011

Oct 2011

Big Blyth Boredrain,
The Peake Station

Fence line ~20 km
East of Algebuckina
5
Waterhole, The Peake
Station

4

8 Oct 2011

25 Oct 2009

Pandiburra Boredrain,
Clifton Hills Station

1

Big Blyth Boredrain,
3
The Peake Station

Date

Location

Table 2. Details of confirmed Eastern Grass Owl records 2009-2013.
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Figure 1. South Australian Eastern Grass Owl records, showing confirmed records from this study
(numbers refer to Table 2), additional sites searched and previous confirmed records.
Other probable sightings of Eastern Grass Owls
were reported to the authors during this study
and included an observation by Craig and
Sharon Oldfield of Cowarie Station, who flushed
two owls from the ground in a dense stand of
Mitchell Grass Astrebla sp. while mustering cattle
in August 2012. At the time of their sighting
Long-haired Rats remained abundant in the area
following a sustained population irruption which
reached that area in late 2010. The observers were
quite familiar with Eastern Barn Owls, which
were also particularly numerous and observed
regularly at the time.
After observing Eastern Grass Owls at Big Blyth
Boredrain in 2011 (Table 2), Travis Gotch recalled
flushing similar large pale-coloured owls from

vegetated spring vents at West Finniss, Gosse and
Wabma Kadarbu Mound Springs in the summer
of 2002/2003 while in the process of studying
mound spring invertebrates at these sites.
Other sightings lacking sufficient detail to be
regarded as confirmed records are listed on
line from South Creek on the Strzelecki Track
in August 2011 and the Cowarie Station area in
August 2010 (Atlas of Living Australia; accessed
6 July 2013).
Conditions and food resources
Seasonal conditions in the South Australian arid
zone were exceptional between 2010-2012, with
rainfall very much above average or highest on
record at many recording stations (150-300%
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of annual mean for entire region) and similar
to the high rainfall years of the mid 1970s
(Bureau of Meteorology, 2011). Consequently,
numbers of small mammals were very high
during this time, with irruptions of the Longhaired Rat widespread across the north-east and
western Lake Eyre basin (R Pedler pers. obs.).
Long-haired Rats were observed in abundance
at the sites of almost all Eastern Grass Owl
observations reported here, as they were during
the 1970s (Parker 1977). Despite prevailing dry
conditions in 2009, Long-haired Rats were also
abundant at Pandiburra Bore following a full
flood of surrounding Goyder Lagoon in the
months prior.
As with previous records from the Lake Eyre
South area (Read 1995), Long-haired Rats were
not confirmed at the site of the Eastern Grass
Owl observation from the Bubbler Mound Spring
in 2012, however they were present at several
other sites within 50 km (R Pedler unpublished
trapping data) and are likely to have been
present in low numbers. Between 2010-12
other small mammals such as the nationally
vulnerable Plains Mouse, Pseudomys australis,
Spinifex Hopping-mouse, Notomys alexis, and
House Mouse, Mus musculus, were detected in
abundance in the Lake Eyre South area (R Pedler
unpublished trapping data). The Plains Mouse
remains found in the pellet collected in the Grass
Owl roost site at the Bubbler Mound Spring is
the first time this species has been recorded as
a dietary item, with House and Forrest’s Mice
representing the main dietary items in Eastern
Grass Owl pellets collected at Coward Springs in
1992-3 (Read 1995).
Habitat preferences
Searches during the early part of this survey
were targeted at spring vents and parts of
boredrains with thick, tall Typha or Phragmites
reed beds (1-3 m high) as we assumed this
to be their preferred habitat. However our
subsequent observations of Eastern Grass Owls
demonstrated that they were not roosting in
these densest areas, but rather in the shorter

and less dense sedges which were often found
fringing the taller reeds. On several occasions,
Eastern Grass Owls were flushed from the
thickest, tallest patches of Cyperus sedges (up to
40-50 cm high) and on one occasion from a very
sparse and isolated patch of Typha in amongst
shorter sedges on the periphery of the thick
reeds. Similarly the feathers found at Pandiburra
Bore were found in clearings with shorter Cyperus
sedges between the taller reed beds.
Previous records of Eastern Grass Owls in the
Lake Eyre Basin show that they can be found in
a range of aquatic vegetation fringing mound
springs and boredrains or on floodplains.
Eastern Grass Owls were flushed from Lignum,
Muehlenbeckia florulenta, with surrounding Spikerush, Eleocharis acuta (syn. E. pallens) sedge on
the Goyder Lagoon floodplain (Cox 1976, Parker
1977) and from dense E. pallens east of Ballera
on the Cooper Creek floodplain (Jaensch et al.
2013). Eastern Grass Owls at Mirra Mitta Bore
in 1976 were apparently using thick Typha beds
and fringing Lignum as roost sites (Parker 1977)
and those at Coward Springs in the 1990s were
in burrow-like tunnels in low thick sedges (Read
1995) and similarly at Mirra Mitta Bore, where
they were flushed from tunnels in the vegetation
(Schodde 1978).
The record of an Eastern Grass Owl using the
Bubbler Mound Spring wetland represents only
the second confirmed South Australian record
of the species in a mound spring, following the
2001 Trinity Well sighting (Rogers 2003). Mound
springs may have presented higher value habitat
prior to the introduction of cattle grazing which
has had a significant impact on mound spring
vegetation (Harris 1992), however there are no
historic records of Eastern Grass Owl to support
this. The observations by Travis Gotch involving
owls flushed from other mound spring vents
in the Lake Eyre South area are of great interest
and effort should be made to continue surveys
for Eastern Grass Owls at mound spring vents,
particularly during small mammal irruptions.
In particular, the Dalhousie Mound Springs
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Figure 2. The two primary feathers found at Pandiburra Bore in October 2009 (SA Museum
specimen B58512), between spread wing specimens of Eastern Barn Owl (top) and Eastern Grass
Owl (bottom) from the South Australian Museum.
complex in Witjira National Park contains the
largest flowing mound springs in South Australia
and appears to support the largest areas of
appropriate habitat of any natural mound spring
sites. Although we were unable to carry out
searches at Dalhousie during the recent La Niña
event (when we know from local observers that
Long-haired Rats and other small mammals were
abundant), it is highly likely that the species
occurs there in such conditions.
The possible Eastern Grass Owls flushed from
thick Mitchell Grass on Cowarie Station are of
note, given the lack of other records from this
habitat type. Parker (1977) discussed previous
accounts of supposed Eastern Grass Owls
flushed from thick grass in the downs east of
Cloncurry, Queensland, but stressed that habitat
alone is not sufficient to identify Eastern Grass
Owls and that although Eastern Barn Owls more

frequently roost in trees, they may at times roost
or hunt in these areas. Regardless, it seems likely
that in good seasons, thick vegetation on gibber
areas may provide similar structure to that used
on floodplains and these observations should not
be discounted.
Detection methods and lack of other
observations
Despite a wealth of rare or unusual bird records
being submitted from across northern South
Australia during the period of this study by
visiting ornithologists (Carpenter 2011a, 2011b,
Rogers 2010, 2012), very few other Eastern Grass
Owl observations were reported. Most of the
sites that we visited were publicly accessible
and were being visited by other ornithologists
at the time. Some observers may not have
publicised their sightings to avoid the resulting
large numbers of visitors which would cause
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disturbance to the birds and property owners
(as was the reason in delaying the reporting of
our own observations). However it seems more
likely that the reason for the lack of records is
due to the cryptic nature of Eastern Grass Owls
and most observers’ lack of knowledge of or
reluctance to employ the intensive techniques
that may be needed for their detection.
While trying to flush Eastern Grass Owls from
aquatic vegetation, we found that they were not
always detectable despite their likely presence.
On 21 August 2012 the Mirra Mitta boredrain
was searched unsuccessfully for nearly 30
minutes by up to four observers, with two
walking through aquatic vegetation while loudly
clapping their hands and launching rocks into
thick patches of vegetation. On a return visit two
weeks later on 2 September, the same methods
were used to flush two owls. On this second
occasion, one observer passed within 10 m of the
roosting site of two owls while loudly clapping,
but the owls were not flushed until a rock landed
within 50 cm of them.
At a site where we had necessary approvals to
use a firearm, we found that a 12 gauge shotgun
fired into the air was particularly successful for
flushing owls hidden in vegetation anywhere
within the boredrain. At Big Blyth bore drain
shots fired into the air flushed up to three owls
at once, with some ~150 m distant from the
observer. We suggest that making loud bangs
of comparable volume to a loud gunshot in
proximity to mound springs or boredrains
is likely to be the most effective and least
destructive way of detecting the species. Given
the potential issues with using firearms on
public lands or on privately managed pastoral
properties, a starter gun or similar device might
be used and would be likely to create sufficient
noise to flush owls.
Two of the previous South Australian Eastern
Grass Owl records were birds that were found
after hitting fences at night (Parker 1977). The
bird reported in this study from The Peake

Station adds a further record of this nature
and illustrates the tendency of this and other
nocturnal species to hit fences. Further records
of Eastern Grass Owls may be gathered by
examining bird carcasses hanging from or
beneath fences. The presence of roosts, tunnels,
pellets or feathers within mound spring or bore
drain vegetation may also be used to suggest
the presence of Eastern Grass Owls and feathers
may be used for positive identifications without
observing the birds themselves (as was the case
in this study, Figure 2).
Habitat management and conservation
Since the previous records of Eastern Grass
Owls in northern South Australia, many of the
boredrain sites where they were recorded have
had flow controlled or ceased as part of the Great
Artesian Basin Sustainability Initiative (DEWR
2008). The important process of preserving this
finite water resource and restoring flow pressure
to natural mound springs led to the capping and
closure of Big Blyth Bore in October 2011, just
days after five Eastern Grass Owls were observed
there. The sites of other previous records such
as Morris Creek Boredrain near Lake Eyre
South (Read 1995) has also been capped and the
flow rate to Coward Springs, Mirra Mitta and
Pandiburra boredrains have all been significantly
reduced since Eastern Grass Owls were recorded
previously at these sites (with the last site
having the extensive reed beds destroyed by a
fire between 2011-13, vastly reducing the area of
roost habitat).
Under current South Australian government
policy, bore-fed wetlands are deemed as having
no biodiversity value (Phipps 2008), despite
their previous recognition as important sites
for a range of waterbird species (Badman 1987).
A small number of remaining boredrains are
in the process of being allocated flows for
human social and amenity values (Phipps 2008).
Although Eastern Grass Owls are also recorded
in other natural mound spring and floodplain
sites, boredrains are likely to provide important
habitat for them during dry times and their value
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Figure 3. One of the two Eastern Grass Owls flushed at Mirra Mitta Boredrain in September 2012
(photo Ben Parkhurst).
for this species (listed as Vulnerable in South
Australia, NPW Act 1972) should be recognised
and balanced with the need to preserve the water
resources of the Great Artesian Basin.

This manuscript benefited from feedback from
Andrew Black and two anonymous reviewers,
one of whom provided unpublished information
from South Australian Rarities Committee
Reports 51 and 53.
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Bird Notes

The first specimen record of Short-tailed Grasswren
Amytornis merrotsyi Mellor, 1913 (Maluridae)
ANDREW BLACK
INTRODUCTION
In September and October 1912 A. L. (Les)
Merrotsy took three skin specimens and two
clutches of eggs of a grasswren he had observed
near Yudnamutana in the North Flinders
Ranges (Parker 1982). John White Mellor (1913)
recognised the grasswren as new and called it
the Chestnut-mantled Grasswren, Amytornis
merrotsyi, separated from the Striated Grasswren,
Amytornis striatus by its chestnut crown and
mantle, lack of black moustachial stripe, shorter
tail and stronger feet. Its English name was
unfortunate because Striated Grasswrens from
more arid environments further north proved
to be even more rufous [though not more
‘chestnut’] over the crown and mantle and, by
the time grasswrens were next reported from
within the Flinders Ranges by Close and Hatch
(1971), Merrotsy’s grasswren had long been
regarded as a Striated Grasswren of no special
distinction (Condon 1968/9, Ford and Parker
1974).
Parker (1982) obtained further skin specimens
and showed that it was a well differentiated
form and worthy of subspecific status. Later
Christidis (1999), on genetic and Schodde
and Mason (1999), on morphological grounds
returned it to full species with the suitable
and potentially more enduring name of Shorttailed Grasswren. More recently Christidis et al.
(2010) went further, showing that it is not even
among species genetically close to the Striated
Grasswren but belongs to a separate evolutionary

grasswren lineage. Baxter and Paton (1998)
reported ‘Striated Grasswrens’ from the Gawler
Ranges and they too proved to be Short-tailed
Grasswrens, now recognised as the subspecies A.
merrotsyi pedleri (Christidis, Horton and Norman
2008).
Amongst archival documents in the South
Australian Museum, Adelaide (SAMA) is a list
of birds, mammals and reptiles received from the
Gawler Ranges in the year 1873. The document
named 33 bird species collected by Frederick
William Andrews during probably his third
collecting excursion to the Gawler Ranges and
included one ‘Amytis striatus’. Since Andrews
is not known to have collected within the range
of the Striated Grasswren population on the
southern margin of the Gawler Ranges, that
entry suggested that he might have collected a
Short-tailed Grasswren.
During the conduct of morphological (Black et
al. 2010) and genetic (Austin et al. 2013) studies
of grasswren phylogeny, European Museum
Bird Curators and Collection Managers were
approached for information about any early
Amytornis specimen in their collections.
Dr Konrad Schwartz (in litt. 27, 29 February
2012) responded from Staatliches Museum
für Naturkunde, Stuttgart that their collection
contained a male specimen (9398) of ‘Amytornis
striatus’ from South Australia, obtained in 1883
through the Basel trader Gustav Schneider, a
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extending to the throat, short tail (two
independent measurements 62 and
63 mm - range 60-70 mm for Short-tailed,
77-90 mm for male Striated Grasswren)
and heavier bill (Schodde and Mason
1999). The specimen is strongly striated
from chin to breast and its rich red-brown
dorsal tone with almost black streaking
are both characteristic of the Gawler
Ranges subspecies (Christidis, Horton and
Norman 2008).

Figure 1. Lateral view of the mounted grasswren
specimen from South Australia 1883 in Staatliches
Museum für Naturkunde, Stuttgart. (K. Schwartz)

Provenance
During the early years of the South
Australian Institute Museum (SAIM,
forerunner of SAMA) its collections were
intended primarily for public education
with an emphasis on the exotic. The Board
and the museum’s first Curator, Frederick
George Waterhouse, therefore valued its
collectors for their ability to provide local
species as ‘duplicates’ for exchange with
collections in other colonies and overseas
(Hale 1956).

When Waterhouse retired in 1882, his
successor Wilhelm Haacke continued the
practice and, late in that year, reported
to the Board that he had arranged to
exchange nearly all of the museum’s 1,000
or so duplicates with Gustav Schneider of
Figure 2. Dorsal view of the Stutttgart grasswren
Basel, whose collections “from all parts of
specimen, showing rich red-brown coloration and
the world” were “identified by first class
strong almost black streaking. (K. Schwartz)
specialists” (Horton, Black and Blaylock
former taxidermist in Wiesbaden and Stuttgart
in prep.). There is little room for doubt that the
and natural history conservator in Basel.
historically unique Stuttgart specimen is the
Evidence for the identity and provenance of this
Gawler Ranges Short-tailed Grasswren taken by
specimen will now be examined.
F. W. Andrews in 1873.
The specimen
Dr Schwartz forwarded several images of the
specimen (Figures 1, 2) which can be readily
identified as a male Short-tailed Grasswren,
A. merrotsyi. It is distinguished from Striated
Grasswren by the following: absence of black
moustachial or malar stripe, strong rufous
dorsal tones with dark streaking, breast streaks

DISCUSSION
Because the SAIM’s early collections were
intended for public display they suffered from
exposure and insect attack and almost all bird
skins were discarded in the years immediately
following Waterhouse’s retirement in 1882 (Hale
1956). After their star collector and competent
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ornithologist, F. W. Andrews, died in 1884 much
scientific information about local species was lost
and therefore unavailable in 1899 to the founding
members of the South Australian Ornithological
Association, including J. W. Mellor, its
foundation Secretary. Three other grasswren
species had already passed through the SAIM.
Striated Grasswrens were sent to E. P. Ramsey
and George Masters in Sydney and Eli Waller
in Brisbane in 1867-68, their place of origin and
collector being unknown, and Andrews collected
at least five Western Grasswren, Amytornis textilis
myall, specimens in the Gawler Ranges between
1871 and 1873 (Horton, Black and Blaylock in
prep., Black 2014). Even earlier Governor George
Grey sent a presumed Thick-billed Grasswren to
the British Museum in 1843 (Sharpe 1883) and
Frank Gibson sent a specimen of that species
to SAIM from Edeowie in the North Flinders
Ranges in 1869 (Black 2014).
The Stuttgart grasswren’s initial identification on
its label was ‘Amytornis textilis’ but this was later
amended to ‘striatus’. Perhaps the former name
was provided by Schneider and, by implication,
also by Haacke, despite Waterhouse’s and/
or Andrews’ appreciation that it differed from
examples of ‘textilis’ that Andrews had provided.
While those two species are very distinct, not all
early workers identified them correctly. A Thickbilled Grasswren sent from the SAIM for the
Paris 1878 International Exhibition was listed as
a Striated Grasswren (Black et al. 2013) and John
Gould himself (1840-1848, 1865) misidentified
Lesson’s (1831) illustration of a Western
Grasswren as a Striated Grasswren. Furthermore
all grasswrens were likely to be identified at
the time by reference to Gould’s (1840-1848,
1865) flawed taxonomy of the genus, based on
collections from only three general localities;
inland northern New South Wales (A. striatus
and ‘A. textilis’ [= modestus]), Shark Bay, Western
Australia (A. textilis) and the southern interior of
Western Australia (‘A. macrourus’ [= textilis]).
Waterhouse sent several collections of bird
specimens to Gould for identification, including
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some of the 55 species F. W. Andrews collected
while a member of the Lewis Lake Eyre
Expedition of 1874-1875. One of those was the
Eyrean Grasswren, Amytornis goyderi (Gould
1875). It was therefore the fifth grasswren species
to pass through the SAIM in less than a decade
but the material was dispersed, rather than
brought together for taxonomic review by Gould
or by any other person.
Andrews’ specimen of the Gawler Ranges
Short-tailed Grasswren, taken in 1873, preceded
Merrotsy’s discovery in the Flinders Ranges
by 39 years and his record came over 120 years
before any other report of the Gawler Ranges
population.
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Hybrid Fairywren at Hart Lagoon, River Murray,
South Australia
PETER HAINES

HART LAGOON
Hart Lagoon is a permanent lake approximately
2.5 km long and up to 0.5 km broad on
the southern side of the River Murray and
immediately north-west of Waikerie. It is a
moderately saline lagoon which has been subject
to an artificial drying and wetting cycle in the
past 10 years. On the southern side of the lagoon
there are several sites where water is seeping
into it as a result of irrigation of vineyards and
other horticultural crops on the edge of the flood
plain. This part of the lagoon contains River Red
Gums, Eucalyptus camaldulensis, and Black Box,
Eucalyptus largiflorens, with a healthy understorey
and reeds.
The northern side of the lagoon contains several
bare saline areas with samphire, stands of
dead eucalypts and surrounding patches of
lignum. The patches of reeds that exist are not as
extensive as on the southern side or as healthy.
There is a sandy area between the lagoon and
the channel of the River Murray that contains a
grassland with stands of Black Box woodland
and some areas of regrowth Black Box.
UNUSUAL FAIRYWREN OBSERVED
On Tuesday 10th September 2013, while bird
watching on the northern side of the lagoon
(34o 10.163’ S 139o58.273’ E) I observed a male
fairywren that I had not seen before with
colouring and markings resembling that of a
Splendid Fairywren, Malurus splendens, but with
white “wings” or shoulder patches (Figure 1).
The bird was seen in a dense area of lignum,
Muehlenbeckia florulenta, and was accompanied
closely by a juvenile fairywren (Figure 2) which
was of assistance in my being able to photograph
the male bird. The surrounding area contained

several groups of Superb Fairywrens, Malurus
cyaneus, and Variegated Fairywrens, Malurus
lamberti, both of which are common around the
lagoon.
At the time I observed the unusual fairywren I
had not seen either the White-winged Fairywren,
Malurus leucopterus, or the Splendid Fairywren,
Malurus splendens, in the area.
On the following day Peter Jacobs, a local bird
photographer, visited the site with me and took
further photographs of the bird and posted one
of them on a social media bird site ‘Feathers and
Photos’ which resulted in several comments and
very interesting discussion. Most respondents
suggested that the bird looked like a hybrid
between a White-winged Fairywren and either
a Splendid Fairywren or a Superb Fairywren
although there was also a suggestion that it could
be a Splendid Fairywren with a weird moult.
Further opinions were sought by Emily
Hoffmann, Wetlands Project Officer (Upper
Murray) for the Natural Resources SA MurrayDarling Basin, who forwarded a copy of the
photograph to several contacts. Professor
Andrew Cockburn suggested it was a Splendid
Fairywren with leucism which results in loss
of expression of colour and Graham Carpenter
suggested that it was a cross between a Whitewinged Fairywren and a Superb Fairywren.
During the following weeks I explored the area
further and found the bird on every occasion
I visited the site, with typical Superb and
Variegated Fairywrens nearby, both male and
female, but I also observed two other male fairywrens with the same colour markings, including
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the whitish shoulder patches.
One has not been relocated but
I have regularly seen a male
at a site approximately 700 m
from that of the original bird
(34o 09.883’ S 139o 58.033’ E).
This bird and the original
one appear to be confined to
very small areas that contain
exclusively lignum and each
is always at its individual site,
with insufficient time for one
bird to move to the other site
between my observations. I
last observed both the original
Figure 1. An atypical male fairywren seen at Hart Lagoon, 11
bird and the other unusual one
September 2013. (P. Haines)
on 18th December 2013.
I have subsequently seen
two typical male Whitewinged Fairywrens on several
occasions near the site of the
second atypical fairywren.
They have brighter white
shoulder patches, inhabit
more open areas where the
lignum shrubs are smaller
and not as densely distributed
and appear to occupy a much
larger area than the atypical
birds, including movements
into the sandy area between
Figure 2. Recently fledged fairywren associating with the coloured
the lagoon and the river.
male in Figure 1, 11 September 2013. (P. Haines)
I was referred to Andrew Black who has an
interest in Malurid plumage. He believed that
the atypical fairywren represented hybridisation
between Superb and White-winged Fairywrens
and gave the following reasons.
The plumage features are evidently a
combination of the two, the appearance of the
head, including the face, approximating that of
the Superb Fairywren and the body (including
throat) and wings being like those of the
White-winged Fairywren. While the bird bears
a superficial resemblance to a male Splendid

Fairywren there are two strong pointers against
that species; the absence of a black breast band
and the lack of difference in tone between the
ear coverts and crown. In the Black-backed
subspecies Malurus splendens melanotus of the
region the ear coverts are substantially paler
than the crown. The lack of almost any blue
tone in the flight feathers is also against that
possibility and finally, the Superb and Whitewinged Fairywrens clearly do come into close
contact in the area, whereas the Black-backed
Fairywren does not, its nearest records being
some distance away in mallee, with consistent
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observations at Pooginook Conservation Park
and Stockyard Plains Evaporation basin which
are over 15 km from Hart Lagoon. The identity
of the fledgling is unclear but it shows at least a
partially developed eye-ring and is most likely a
Superb Fairywren.
If hybridisation between the above two species
explains the bird’s appearance it is evident that
it has occurred between species belonging to the
genetically distinct blue and bicoloured speciesgroups of fairywrens (Joseph, Edwards and
McLean 2013) that belong to separate sub-genera
Malurus and Musciparus respectively (Schodde
and Mason 1999).
Hybridisation among fairywren species has
been reported rarely. While two or even three
species may be seen together in parties out of
the breeding season, Cooper (1969) appears to
have been first to report members of two species
feeding the same brood. In November 1963, at
Grafton, New South Wales, he saw a male Superb
Fairywren assisting Red-backed Fairywrens to
feed nestlings of the latter species and, in the
same area, a male Red-backed Fairywren in the
converse role assisting the feeding of Superb
Fairywren nestlings. Wilson (1983) reported
seeing a male hybrid Red-backed x Superb
Fairywren south of Dalby, Queensland in January
1980 and recognised the same bird in eclipse
plumage in the company of Superb Fairywrens
in September of that year. Two months later
the hybrid bird was seen consistently alone
although occupying a territory immediately
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adjacent to that of a group of Superb Fairywrens.
The present record might therefore be the first
in which a hybrid bird may have taken part in
the raising of young, although actual parentage
cannot be inferred.
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Book Review

Grassfinches in Australia
JOSEPH M FORSHAW AND MARK
SHEPHARD.
Illustrated by Anthony Pridham. Line drawings
and text figures by Frank Knight. 2012. CSIRO
Publishing, Collingwood, Victoria. A$185. Hardback
with 318 pages, numerous paintings, figures and
maps.
This is a beautiful and substantial book that looks
like a coffee table book, but is much more. It is a
hefty and large format (330 mm by 270 mm) book
full of cracking paintings by Anthony Pridham
that capture the essence of these attractive
finches in poses that show typical behaviour and
the key points in their identification. In addition
to the full page illustrations of the different
species there are numerous smaller paintings
and line drawings (the latter by Frank Knight)
that effectively supplement the description of
courtship, mating or agonistic interactions and
illustrate diagnostic features, subspecies and
even mutants. In addition there are early colonial
paintings, mainly by the convict artist Thomas
Watling, such as a 1787 painting of the Diamond
Firetail, Stagonopleura guttata, the first Australian
finch to be formally described and named, within
eight years of settlement. These early paintings
are very evocative and informative, and they
also show how much bird illustrations have
advanced. It is very fitting that the book received
a Whitley Award Commendation for Illustrated
Zoology in 2013 - I have rarely seen a bird book
that is as well illustrated. The book is worth
buying for the illustrations alone.
The text of the book matches the quality of the
illustrations so this book is a worthy successor
to Cayley’s book on the Australian finches

(Cayley 1932) that was substantially augmented
by Immelman’s books (Immelman 1963, 1985).
Grassfinches in Australia includes a broad range
of information from the scientific, aviculturist
and bird watching literature on the biology of
the finches and their conservation status. As
such this book is the definitive reference for this
group of extraordinary birds and is likely to
remain so for many years. The book covers the
finches in the family Estrildidae, including the
four introduced and vagrant species (Nutmeg
Mannikin, Lonchura punctulata; Pale-headed
Mannikin, L. pallida; Black-headed Mannikin,
L. malacca; and Java Sparrow, L. oryzivora). The
book does not include the introduced finches
in the family Fringillidae such as the European
Goldfinch, Carduelis carduelis, and Common
Greenfinch, Chloris chloris.
The first chapter provides a general introduction
to the grassfinches, their phylogeny and likely
origins, their common features and provides a
foundation for the species accounts that follow.
The second chapter is a comprehensive overview
of aviculture and again provides a basis for that
section in each of the species accounts. Each
species has a chapter with all of the following
detailed sections: description; distribution;
general notes; habitats and status; movements;
social behaviour; field notes; diet and feeding;
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vocalisation; courtship and mating; nesting;
eggs; and extensive aviary notes. Within each
of these sections there are up to date accounts
that incorporate the modern literature in a lively
first-person style so the sections are highly
informative without being tedious. Records from
the Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme
are used to illustrate longevity and maximum
recorded movements in the wild. Many of
the finches have declined and the section on
habitats and status covers the past and present
distributions using a variety of sources such as
national and regional atlases, surveys and the
authors’ own personal observations, weighing
up the evidence for the likely causes for declines
and highlighting populations that seem to be
recovering. The status of the finches in South
Australia is well summarised with thoughtful
comments on the habitat decline in the Mount
Lofty ranges in particular.
I applaud the sections of the book devoted to
captive birds in aviaries as this adds considerably
to the scope of the book. Grassfinches being such
attractive and tractable finches are very popular
with aviculturists: for some species much of what
we know about them comes from observations
by both professional and amateur aviculturists.
The Red-browed Finch, Neochmia temporalis, was
apparently a popular cage bird in the earliest
days of Australian settlement, with records from
1788 onwards. From the 1930s the emphasis in
aviculture shifted from merely keeping finches
to successfully breeding them and this led to a
deep understanding of housing and breeding
requirements. Interestingly, the Aviculture
Society of South Australia was a pioneer in the
shift to keeping colonies of well-housed breeding
finches. The issue of trapping wild birds is dealt
with comprehensively and the prohibition on
wild-caught birds from the late 1970s provided
further impetus for captive breeding. Some
species have several morphs in the wild and
even more in captivity, and the inheritance of
these different colour morphs was elucidated in
captive species like Gouldian Finches, Erythrura
gouldiae. The Zebra Finch, Taeniopygia guttata,
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has become an avian laboratory rat with large
colonies maintained in the northern hemisphere
for research on many aspects of ornithology.
In my own field of bioacoustics much of our
understanding of avian hearing and the learning
of songs comes from research on captive Zebra
Finches. Similarly, Zebra Finches have been
pivotal in furthering our understanding of the
integration of signal processing by avian ears
and brains. These laboratory colonies have over
time deviated from the wild morph and this is
well illustrated in the book and shows the need
for supplementary studies of wild populations
which are fortunately still common in arid parts
of Australia.
I tested the usefulness of the book by paying
particular attention to the species with which I
am most familiar, particularly Diamond Firetails.
I found the information for all these species to
be accurate and informative with many littleknown nuggets sprinkled through the text. This
book would have been very useful when we
were starting our research on Diamond Firetails
as it clarifies many issues and would have been
invaluable in establishing our breeding colony.
For example, Diamond Firetails are difficult to
sex and the book outlines the sexual differences
in morphological features used by aviculturists,
particularly bill colour. We have since found that
females have more white flank spots than males
and use them as cues to dominance in agonistic
interactions such as at food. There is overlap in
spot number but it is a useful and easy way to
sex these firetails. This information is not in the
book simply because it was published too late for
inclusion. The only addition I would have liked
for each species account would be spectrograms
of their common vocalisations because I think
they would clarify the thorough and accurate
descriptions of songs and calls in the text.
In summary, this is an admirable book on an
iconic group of Australian birds. Each species
is systematically described in detail with all
the essential information on their biology and
conservation status. The illustrations are superb
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and substantially add to the value of the book as
the definitive text on the Australian grassfinches.
It is an expensive book but the expense is
justified by the quality of the printing and the
illustrations. There would be very few bird
watchers who would not learn a great deal from
this scholarly and sumptuous book.
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